The elastic forward and inverse problem are formulated in terms of matrices, similar as in the acoustic situation. Unlike in the acoustic situation, the matrices involved in the elastic problem each consist of 3 X 3 submatrices. For instance, the submatrices of the multi-component data matrix V represent single-component data matrices, each submatrix being related to a specific combination of source and receiver components. On the other hand, the submatrices of the multi-wavetype reflection matrix R -+ represent single-wavetype reflection matrices, each submatrix being related to a specific combination of incident and reflected wavetypes. In the discussion of the elastic forward model the multi-component data matrix ¾ at the acquisition surface is related to the multi-wavetype reflection matrices R -+ in the subsurface. In the discussion of the inversion scheme it is shown how R +-is obtained step by step from the multicomponent data matrix V. Once the multi-wavetype reflection matrices R -+ have been determined the medium parameters can be much better resolved than in the acoustic situation. imaging approach is fully justified. In seismic exploration the geologic layers below the Earth's surface are of interest; they consist of solid rocks. Although for this situation the acoustical approach is not strictly valid, it is in many cases applied successfully by the seismic industry in the search for oil and gas. This success is explained by the fact that in relatively simple situations (small source-receiver offsets, low contrasts, simple geological structures) the acoustic wave equation describes reasonably well the propagation and reflection of compressional waves in solid media. In more complex situations, however, the acoustic approach breaks clown and a full elastic extension of the imaging approach is needed. This is even more true for ultrasonic inspection of construction materials where shear waves carry a major part of the information on defects that need be imaged.
INTRODUCTION
The forward model for acoustic reflection measurements (Berkhout, l hereafter referred to as paper I) as well as the acoustical imaging approach (Berkhout and Wapenaar, 2 hereafter referred to as paper II) are strictly valid only for fluid media that cannot support shearing forces. In medical diagnostics the medium under investigation consists of human tissues that contain 90% water, hence the acoustical imaging approach is fully justified. In seismic exploration the geologic layers below the Earth's surface are of interest; they consist of solid rocks. Although for this situation the acoustical approach is not strictly valid, it is in many cases applied successfully by the seismic industry in the search for oil and gas. This success is explained by the fact that in relatively simple situations (small source-receiver offsets, low contrasts, simple geological structures) the acoustic wave equation describes reasonably well the propagation and reflection of compressional waves in solid media. In more complex situations, however, the acoustic approach breaks clown and a full elastic extension of the imaging approach is needed. This is even more true for ultrasonic inspection of construction materials where shear waves carry a major part of the information on defects that need be imaged.
In this contribution we will extend the theory of papers I and II to the full elastic situation. As mentioned above, the main applications of full elastic imaging are in advanced seismic exploration and in ultrasonic inspection. To deal with both fields of application, we will set up the theory for complex media with an arbitrary inhomogeneous background medium (macro model), bounded above by a free (i.e., perfectly reflecting) acquisition surface and bounded below by a strong reflector (Fig. 1 ) . For seismic exploration applications the background medium may be complex but the theory may be simplified by ignoring the effects of the strong bottom reflector. On the other hand, for many ultrasonic inspection situations the background medium may be taken homogeneous, but the bottom reflector plays a significant role.
I. MOTIVATION FOR MULTI-COMPONENT DATA

ACQUISITION
In the acoustic forward model, described in paper I, we considered multi-source, multi-receiver reflection measure- ments. For each frequency component these measurements were represented by a matrix P(zo) , in which each element Po (Zo) represents one Fourier component of an acoustical echo experiment for the ith receiver and thefih source at the acquisition surface z o. The advantage of carrying out multisource, multi-receiver e•periments is that each subsurface point in the region of interest (target) is illuminated under many angles and that the wave fields scattered by inhomogeneities at any subsurface point are received under many angles. In paper II we made advantageous use of this property by designing an acoustic imaging technique by which the medium inhomogeneities are not only localized but also characterized in terms of their angle-dependent reflection properties. In the last step of the full inversion process these angle-dependent reflection properties need to be transformed into the medium parameters of the target (i.e., tissue-oriented, defect-oriented, or litho-oriented parameters in, respectively, medical diagnostics, ultrasonic inspection, and seismic exploration). This last step is in principle possible when only compressional (P) wave reflection information is available but the resolution would largely improve when shear (S) wave reflection information were also available (de Haas and Berkhout3). Therefore each subsurface point in the target should not only be illuminated under different angles but also by different wave types (P and S).
Because pure P-wave sources and receivers are never realized in practice (except in fluids, which will not be discussed here), reflection measurements will always contain a mixture of P-and S-wave information. With normal acquisition techniques the P-and S-wave information cannot be well separated and therefore parts of the reflection measurements are erroneously treated by single-wavetype imaging techniques. Therefore, preferably the data acquisition should be carried out with multi-component sources and receivers 4 (Fig. 2) . The separation of P-and S-wave information should be part of the processing.
II. FORWARD MODEL FOR ELASTIC REFLECTION MEASUREMENTS
In this section we build up the forward model for multicomponent elastic reflection measurements step by step. In subsection A we will derive a forward model for the ideal situation, i.e., assuming pure P-and S-wave sources and receivers at a homogeneous (i.e., reflection-free) acquisition surface. In subsection B we will incorporate the effects of the free surface and an optional strong bottom reflector. Finally in subsection C we will transform the pure P-and S-wave responses into realistic responses that would be obtained by multi-component, multi-source, multi-receiver data acquisition. Bear in mind that this forward model is not a proposal for a numerical modeling scheme; it merely serves as a starting point for the stepwise elastic inversion scheme, discussed 
B. Incorporation of multiple reflections
In paper I we generalized the acoustic version of our forward model as to include surface related as well as internal multiple reflections. Of course the same procedure could be followed for the elastic situation but this will not be repeated here.
As explained in the introduction we will consider a perfectly reflecting acquisition surface Zo as well as a strong reflector at z•t; in the region between Zo and z•t we will assume low contrasts. The reflecting surface at zo will give rise to surface-related multiple reflections in a similar manner as explained in paper I; the strong reflector at z•t will give rise to bottom related multiple reflections.
Let us start with the surface-related multiple reflections, by modifying Eq. (la) to P-(Zo) = Xo + (Zo,Zo)P + (Zo), 
P+ (z•t) = X-(z•t,z•t)S (z•t),
X •+ (Zo,Zo) -W -( zo,zM ) [ R + ( z•, ) X -( z•,,z•, ) R + (zs,) ]
xW + (z•,Zo), where any of the submatrices V•j(z o) for i= x,y,z and j = x,y,z represents a single-component dataset for which the acquisition is carried out with velocity receivers oriented in the idirection and stress sources oriented in thej direction. In practice, however, the receivers and sources do not act in mutually perpendicular directions, see Fig. 2 . To obtain the multi-component dataset measured with the actual receivers and sources the data matrix V(zo), as defined in Eq. (26), should be prc-and post-multiplied by matrices containing the direction cosines of the dip and azimuth angles of the velocity receivers and stress sources, respectively. A further discussion of this trivial procedure is beyond the scope of this paper.
V(z o) = Y(zo,zo)T(zo),
III. ELASTIC INVERSION IN STEPS
In paper II we have approached the acoustic imaging problem from different angles, finally leading to the conclusion that in the most general situation imaging may be seen as one step of a full inversion proces. In this section we will elaborate on this concept and discuss the extension to the full elastic situation.
In Sec. II we derived a forward model for elastic reflection measurements. This forward model was built up step by step by applying a number of matrix manipulations to the subsurface reflectivity matrices. The stepwise elastic inversion scheme will now be derived by applying the same matrix manipulations in reverse order. In subsection A of this section we discuss surface related pre-processing; i.e., decomposition of the measurements into downgoing and upgoing P and S waves at the surface and elimination of the surface related multiple reflections. In subsection B of this section we discuss the elimination of propagation effects (redaturning), resulting in an image of the subsurface reflectivity. In subsection C of this section we briefly discuss some aspects of target related model fitting, yielding a quantitative description of the target. Bear in mind that the proposed elastic inversion scheme is based on the assumption that multicomponent, multi-source, multi-receiver data are available. Due to the limitations of data acquisition in practice, often a simplified version of the elastic inversion scheme must be employed.
A. Surface related pre-processing
When the receivers and sources are oriented in arbitrary directions (Fig. 2) , mutually perpendicular receivers and sources should be simulated first by applying a weighted summation to the different responses, the weighting factors being determined by the direction cosines of the dip and azimuth angles of the velocity receivers and stress sources. 
These equations describe redatuming of, respectively, the Pwave response, an S-wave response, and a converted response (P to S). Bear in mind that wave conversion is ignored only during propagation; wave conversion during reflection is fully accounted for. It is our experience that the advantage of independent redaturning more than counterbalances the disadvantage of ignoring wave conversion during propagation. For notational convenience, however, in the following we will stick to the more compact notation of Eq. 
